
Those who don’t know God call it luck, chance, coincidence, randomness. What do
you think when something so extraordinarily but blessedly unexpected happens, when
something astronomically improbable and yet richly meaningful occurs? Christians
call it providence because Christians keep a watchful eye for signs of God. We take
delightful occurrences not as coincidence but as God’s providential activity, his desire
to let us know he’s near. Those happenstances may be nothing other than natural signs
or signals but ones that occur at such a perfect moment as to make it incomprehensible
that they would just be fortuitous, mere chance. We’ve all had those moments, even
though they are generally rare, even just once a season, once a year or every few years.
Or those occurrences may be deeply consequential, like a new remedy, reference,
relationship, opportunity, or job. But whether they are trivial or consequential in effect,
they stun us nonetheless, opening our heart and eyes once again to God.

The temptation may be for us to make
more of these events than we should, to
turn those providences from reassuring
signs of God’s presence to an outright
message from God. We should avoid,
though, construing a gentle if exquisite
reminder of God’s presence as a mandate
from God. Our enemy deceives by
appearing as an angel of light. Don’t read
too much into signs. Accept signs with

the humility they deserve, not as an endorsement of one’s latest adventures and plans.
Yet we should also not ignore God’s providences. He is near for a purpose, that we
would know him and rely on him, loving him all the more. He could, after all, be a
distant God, one who rules from far above. He is instead a present God, not just
capable of sending each of us his most tender sign but desirous of doing so. Look
about you, not for answers to your latest question or affirmations of your latest quest
but for reassurance that God loves, cares, and provides.


